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As an attractive renewable energy source, offshore wind plants are becoming increasingly
popular for energy production. However, the performance assessment of offshore wind
turbine (OWT) structure is a challenging task due to the combined wind-wave loading
and difficulties in reproducing such loading conditions in laboratory. Real-time hybrid
simulation (RTHS), combining physical testing and numerical simulation in real-time,
offers a new venue to study the structural behavior of OWTs. It overcomes the scaling
incompatibilities in OWT scaled model testing by replacing the rotor components with
an actuation system, driven by an aerodynamic simulation tool running in real-time.
In this study, a RTHS framework for monopile OWTs is proposed. A set of sensitivity
analyses is carried out to evaluate the feasibility of this RTHS framework and determine
possible tolerances on its design. By simulating different scaling laws and possible error
contributors (delays and noises) in the proposed framework, the sensitivity of the OWT
responses to these parameters are quantified. An example using a National Renewable
Energy Lab (NREL) 5-MW reference OWT system at 1:25 scale is simulated in this study
to demonstrate the proposed RTHS framework and sensitivity analyses. Three different
scaling laws are considered. The sensitivity results show that the delays in the RTHS
framework significantly impact the performance on the response evaluation, higher than
the impact of noises. The proposed framework and sensitivity analyses presented in this
study provides important information for future implementation and further development
of the RTHS technology for similar marine structures.
Keywords:monopile, offshorewind turbine, real-time hybrid simulation, wind load, wave load, froude scale, cauchy
scale
INTRODUCTION
As an emerging field of wind power generation, offshore wind power is growing rapidly in recent
years due to its vast potential in energy production capacity (Esteban et al., 2011; Musial et al.,
2016; Keivanpour et al., 2017). With the development of offshore wind energy technology, the
turbine capacity and the hub height are constantly climbing, and at the same time, these offshore
wind turbines (OWTs) are facing a more complicated and extreme marine environment as their
regions of deployment going to deeper ocean (Perveen et al., 2014; Anaya-Lara et al., 2018).
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To ensure the structural integrity and operation safety of these
energy harnessing systems during their foreseen lifetime (20–25
years) (Dnvgl, 2016; Anaya-Lara et al., 2018), it is imperative to
enhance our understanding on OWTs’ structural behavior in the
complex marine environment.
Due to their working environment at exposed sites, OWTs
are subjected to combined actions of multiple loads during
their normal operations. These loads include wind, wave, and
underwater current. These different forms of environmental
loads combined with turbine operation condition, soil-structure
interaction and flexible member dynamics make it difficult to
accurately quantify the complicated dynamics and predict the
system behavior of OWT (Dnvgl, 2016; Aasen et al., 2017;
Bhattacharya, 2019). Wind and wave-current loads are the
main external loads applied on operational OWTs, which may
lead to a great overturning moment and shear force at its
foundation and supporting structure (Alagan Chella et al., 2012;
Stansby et al., 2013; Morató et al., 2017). Because of its special
structural configuration (slender high-rising structural system
with a concentrated mass at its top), an OWT’s fundamental
frequency often lies between the dominant frequency ranges of
offshore lateral loads (Arany et al., 2017; Bhattacharya, 2019),
which implies that its response is sensitive to those lateral forces
such as wind and wave-current excitations. In addition, the
misalignment between wind and wave plays an important role
in predicting the extreme and fatigue loads in OWT systems.
In a sensitivity study carried out in Barj et al. (2014), it is
shown that considering only aligned wind and waves leads to an
underestimation of the tower base side-side bending moment by
approximately 50% and an overestimation of the tower-base fore-
aft bending moment by about 5%. To accurately characterize and
capture the structural behavior of OWTs, it is of great importance
to consider the combined wind and wave-current actions.
Numerical tools are available to calculate wind and wave-
current loads acting on OWT. The blade element momentum
theory (BEM) (Hansen, 2015) is the most widely used method
to estimate the aerodynamic loads on rotor blades. In the
BEM theory, time series of aerodynamic loading are computed
based on the momentum theory, the blade characteristics and
the operational conditions. To characterize hydrodynamic loads
caused by wave and current, wave climate first needs to be
defined, usually in the form of a variance density spectrum, called
wave spectrum. Two often used standard wave spectra are the
Pierson—Moskowitz wave spectrum (Pierson and Moskowitz,
1964) and the Joint North Sea Wave Project (JONSWAP) wave
spectrum (Hasselmann et al., 1973). Characterizing current load
is a more challenging task, because current velocities vary in
space and time as wind velocities, but with much larger variations
in both length and time scales than those of wind. Although
the well-established linear wave theory has been applied in
modeling ocean wave dispersions (Lamb, 1945; Newman, 1977),
complex physical phenomena, such as wave-current interaction
effects, viscous loads, or extreme wave loads, are still not fully
understood, nor confidently modeled (Sauder et al., 2016).
Despite the development of increasingly sophisticated numerical
models and tools, physical hydrodynamic model testing in wave
tank facilities is still required for calibrating parameters in
numerical models, assessing performance of current designs, and
verifying new designs of OWTs.
Model testing in wave tank facilities usually adopts Froude
scaling law, i.e., the scaling between experimental model and
full-scale prototype maintains constant Froude number. By
preserving the ratio of gravitational and inertial forces, Froude
scaling ensures the similitude of free surface hydrodynamics, but
it cannot maintain the same viscous effect due to the reduced
Reynolds number (Campagnolo, 2013; Canet et al., 2018). While
the Reynolds number dependence of the hydrodynamic load is
often neglected in marine structure tests, the associated change
of aerodynamic Reynolds number poses a challenge for OWT
tests, because wind turbine aerodynamics are very sensitive to
the viscous forces which are dominating at small scales (Martin,
2011; Robertson et al., 2013). One solution to address the
incompatibility between the Froude and Reynolds scaling laws is
to modify the design of the rotor blades. By adjusting the chord
length and twist angle of blades, low-Reynolds number airfoil
designs are developed to achieve similar thrust coefficients as full-
scale blade in Froude scaled wind (De Ridder et al., 2014; Kimball
et al., 2014; Du et al., 2016). Although this approach can mitigate
the Froude-Reynold scaling conflict, the distortion in geometry
leads to limitations such as mismatch in aerodynamic torque,
generator torque, and roll-forcing (Bredmose et al., 2012).
A promising alternative to address the above scaling
incompatibility is real-time hybrid simulation (RTHS). RTHS
is a powerful dynamic testing technique for large or complex
structural systems, in particular of those systems with multiple
components and complex interactions (Carrion and Spencer,
2007; Phillips and Spencer, 2012). It originates in the field of
earthquake engineering (Nakashima et al., 1992). In RTHS, part
of the structural system is simulated using numerical models
with good accuracy and confidence, and the rest of the system
requires physical testing under realistic operational conditions.
By interfacing physical testing with numerical simulation in real-
time via actuators and sensors, RTHS not only provides insights
into detailed dynamic behavior of the physical subsystem,
but also offers a better understanding of the entire complex
structural system. Due to its closed-loop nature, a successful
RTHS framework needs to control the delays and noises in
the interfacing actuator and sensor systems, as they tend to
bring destabilizing effect into RTHS, causing large experimental
error or even failure (Christenson et al., 2014; Maghareh
et al., 2014; Hayati and Song, 2017). Research studies have
also been conducted to quantify uncertainties in RTHS due to
experimental errors (Sauder et al., 2019) and modeling choices
(Abbiati et al., 2021).
RTHS has been applied in scaled wave tank tests for floating
wind turbines (FWTs) to resolve the Froude-Reynold scaling
conflict. Chabaud et al. (2013) proposed a RTHS set up for a
conceptual FWT, simplified as a single degree-of-freedom (DOF)
mass-spring system, and conducted a case study to identify
potential challenges and corresponding solutions. Hall et al.
(2014) used a set of wind turbine simulations to determine
the performance specifications for a RTHS system. Later, Hall
et al. (2018) applied a similar approach to study RTHS strategies
with two different coupling locations. Sauder et al. (2016)
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presented a RTHS testing method (ReaTHM) of a FWT and
discussed possible error sources and their quantification. The
same RTHS method later was applied in testing a 10-MW
FWT (Thys et al., 2018). In these wave basin RTHS tests, the
numerical component is the aerodynamic portion of the FWT
simulated by a computer model, and the physical component
is the Froude scaled floating structure including the tower. An
interfacing system including both sensors and actuators provides
the coupling between the two components. Because the scaling
can be set arbitrarily in a simulation, the Froude-Reynold scaling
conflict is therefore eliminated. In addition, by simulating the
aerodynamic loading numerically, the RTHS testing method
offers a convenient way to consider different rotor blade designs
with fine controlled wind field and avoids geometry distortion
in blade and the demand of wind production during tests. The
above developments demonstrated the great potential of RTHS
in studying structural behavior of OWT under combined actions
of wind and wave, especially took a solid step toward the RTHS
implementation. However, they were mostly studied only in one
scale (either reduced scale for RTHS or full-scale for prototype) to
examine the performance of interfacing system or conduced in an
open loop setting without fully exploring the coupled dynamics
between numerical and physical components. None of them have
provided a systematic investigation on the errors between the
scaled RTHS and the matching full-scale prototype or discussed
how the delays and noises in RTHS and different scaling laws will
impact these errors. In addition, these above studies are mostly
focused on FWTs, and have not covered the OWTs with fixed
foundation, such as monopile OWTs.
In this study, a RTHS framework for monopile OWTs is
proposed. A series of sensitivity analyses are conducted by
comparing the responses of the proposed RTHS framework in
reduced scale and those of the matching full-scale prototype
under the influence of a variety of factors, including scaling
laws, delays, noises, and wind-wave loading characteristics.
Among these factors, the experimental errors (e.g., noise
and delay) can provide information on RTHS compensation
designs, and the modeling choices (e.g., scaling laws, wave
heights, and misalignment angles) can guide specimen designs.
Both the RTHS and the prototype are simulated numerically
under controlled condition to isolate the influencing factors.
The obtained results can help to better understand if the
proposed RTHS framework can achieve desired accuracy and
robustness in capturing the behavior of a full-scale OWT
design. They also offer insights to guide the future RTHS
implementation by identifying possible contributors that may
impact the RTHS performance and quantifying the associated
specification tolerance.
PRELIMINARIES
To facilitate the numerical simulation, a fully coupled three-
dimensional (3D) dynamic model for monopile OWT
is established using Euler-Lagrange equation and finite
element (FE) method. The modeling details are descried in
Section Preliminaries.
Description of OWT Model
A typical monopile OWT subjected to the combined action of
wind and wave is shown in Figure 1A. A cartesian coordinate
system originating at the intersection of the tower center line
and the mean sea level (MSL) is defined in the same graph.
The wind-wave misalignment angle is denoted as β . The turbine
blades are modeled by considering the major bending modes
in the edgewise and flapwise directions of the blade, with the
corresponding mode shapes denoted as φ1e and φ1f , respectively.
The DOFs of the blades are illustrated in Figure 2: u1∼u3 denotes
the modal coordinates in edgewise direction, u4∼u6 denotes the
modal coordinates in flapwise direction, and u7 and u8 denotes
the movements of the nacelle (and the hub) in the fore-aft (x) and
side-side (y) directions at the top of the tower, respectively. The
blades rotating speed is denoted as (rad/sec) and the azimuthal
angle ψj (t) of the jth blade can be expressed as:
ψj (t) = t +
2π
3
(
j− 1
)
, j = 1, 2, 3 (1)
Simplified foundation models are shown in Figure 3. Soil effects
are considered by translational springs with coefficients kx and
ky and rotational springs with coefficients kxφ and kyφ . Similarly,
the damping properties of the soil are considered by introducing
translational and rotational dashpots with coefficients cx, cy, cxφ ,
and cyφ . In Section FE Model for Tower Including Foundation,
these stiffness and damping parameters are included in the FE
model of the tower.
In this study, the modeling of the aerodynamic and
hydrodynamic components of OWT follows the procedure
described in Sun and Jahangiri (2018); Sun (2018a); Sun (2018b).
The tower, however, is modeled by FE method with physical
movements as the DOFs instead of modal coordinates—the
major bending modes in x and y directions adopted in Sun and
Jahangiri (2018); Sun (2018a); Sun (2018b). The equations of
motion of the OWT are established accordingly. The derivation
details are shown in the Sections FE Model for Tower Including
Foundation, Kinetic Energy, Potential Energy, Loads on OWT.
FE Model for Tower Including Foundation
In actual RTHS implementation, usually the tower structure of
the OWT is built in wave tank facility in reduced scale. In
this concept study, all the components of the RTHS, including
the experimental component (tower structure), are simulated
numerically. As shown in Figure 1B, the entire tower of the
OWT, including the tower structure above the MSL and below
until seabed (also called the wet section), is modeled together
as one tower model using two-node 3D elastic beam elements.
Each node contains four DOFs: two translations (ux, uy) and
two rotations (θx, θy) with respect to the x and y axis. The
torsional behavior and axial deformation of the tower are ignored
in this study. Assuming modal damping, the formulation of the
mass Mtow, stiffness Ktow, and damping Ctow matrices can be
found in standard texts (Przemieniecki, 1968; Craig and Kurdila,
2006) and hence are not repeated here. The pile is modeled as
part of the tower structure extended to the seabed. Once the
global mass, stiffness, and damping matrices of the tower are
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FIGURE 1 | Monopile offshore wind turbine and its FE model. (A) Overview of the monopile offshore wind turbine. (B) FE model of the tower.
FIGURE 2 | Degrees-of-freedom of the rotor blades. (A) Blade in-plane movement. (B) Blade out-of-plane movement.
assembled, they are further modified by adding the stiffness (kx,
ky, kxφ , and kyφ) and damping (cx, cy, cxφ , and cyφ) terms from
the foundation model shown in Figure 3 to the corresponding
DOFs. With the FE model of the tower established, the kinetic
energy Ttow and potential energy Vtow of the tower can be
expressed as
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FIGURE 3 | Simplified foundation model of the offshore wind turbine. (A) Foundation model in xz plane. (B) Foundation model in yz plane.
Ttow =
1
2
vTtowMtowvtow (2)
and
Vtow =
1
2
uTtowKtowutow (3)
where Mtow and Ktow are the mass matrix and stiffness matrix;
utow and vtow are the displacement and velocity response vectors
of the DOFs of the tower; Superscript “T” indicates transpose
operation. It is noted that u7 and u8 are included in the vector
utow too.
Kinetic Energy
Based on Figures 1, 2, the absolute velocity of the nacelle (and the
hub) vnac is expressed as
vnac (r, t) =
√
u̇27 + u̇28 (4)
Consider an infinitesimal unit dr of the jth blade in Figure 2,
its movements (xr,j, yr,j, zr,j) in the xyz coordinate system can be
expressed as (j = 1, 2, 3)
xr,j = u7 + ujf = u7 + uj+3φ1f (5)
yr,j = u8 + r sinψj + uje cosψj = u8 + r sinψj
+ujφ1e cosψj (6)
zr,j = r cosψj − uje sinψj = r cosψj − ujφ1e sinψj (7)
Taking the derivative with respect to time, the magnitude of the
absolute velocity of the unit dr of the jth blade vb,j in Figure 2 is
vb,j (r, t) =
√
(
ẋr,j
)2 +
(
ẏr,j
)2 +
(
żr,j
)2
(8)
Therefore, the total kinetic energy T of the OWT is given as
T =
1
2
3
∑
j=1
∫ R
0
mv2b,j (r, t) dr +
1
2
(Mnac +Mhub) v2nac + Ttow
=
1
2
3
∑
j=1
∫ R
0
mv2b,j (r, t) dr
+
1
2
[
u̇7
u̇8
]T [
Mnac +Mhub 0
0 Mnac +Mhub
] [
u̇7
u̇8
]
+
1
2
vTtowMtowvtow (9)
where R denotes the length of the blade; Mnac and Mhub are the
mass for the nacelle and hub, respectively; m is the mass density
per length of the blade.
Potential Energy
The total potential energy of the blades Vb is calculated
considering the strain energy due to bending and the stiffening
effects due to centrifugal force and gravity. It is expressed as Sun
and Jahangiri (2018).
Vb =
1
2
3
∑
j=1
[
(
keg + kge,eg − kgr,eg cosψj
)
u2j
+
(
kfp + kge,fp − kgr,fp cosψj
)
u2j+3
]
(10)
where the bending stiffness in edge and flap direction, keg and kfp,
are expressed as,
keg =
∫ R
0
EIeg (r)
(
φ1e
′′)2 dr
kfp =
∫ R
0
EIfp (r)
(
φ1f
′′)2 dr
the tension stiffening geometric stiffness in edge and flap
direction due to centrifugal force, kge,eg and kge,fp, are
expressed as,
kge,eg = 2
∫ R
0
∫ R
r
[
m (ξ) ξdξ
] (
φ1e
′)2 dr
kge,fp = 2
∫ R
0
∫ R
r
[
m (ξ) ξdξ
] (
φ1f
′)2 dr
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FIGURE 4 | Blade element velocities, flow angles, and aerodynamic loads.
the tension stiffening geometric stiffness in edge and flap
direction due to gravity, kgr,eg and kgr,fp, are expressed as,
kgr,eg = g
∫ R
0
∫ R
r
[
m (ξ) dξ
] (
φ1e
′)2 dr
kgr,fp = g
∫ R
0
∫ R
r
[
m (ξ) dξ
] (
φ1f
′)2 dr
where Ieg and Ifp are the moment of inertia in the edgewise
and flapwise direction, g is the gravitational acceleration; the
superscripts “′” and “′′” denote the first and second order
derivatives with respect to the blade length R. Therefore, the total
potential energy V of the OWT is.
V = Vb + Vtow = Vb +
1
2
uTtowKtowutow (11)
Loads on OWT
This section presents the derivation of wind, wave, and damping
forces based on the principle of virtual work and FE method.
Wind Loading
The generation of the wind field follows IEC 61400-1 standard
(Iec, 2005) using the Kaimal spectral model, with the length of
roughness is set equal to 0.03. The associated coherence function
is defined as,
Coh
(
i, j; f
)
= exp

−a
√
(
fL
Vhub
)2
+
(
0.12L
Lc
)2

 (12)
where a = 12, Lc = 340.2 m are adopted in this study. During
implementation, a three dimensional wind field profile covering
the domain of the rotor disk is generated using the TurbSim
program (Jonkman and Kilcher, 2012). A MATLAB code is
developed to map the generated wind field onto each spanwise
elements of the rotating blades to apply the BEM theory.
In this study, the BEM theory (Hansen, 2015) is applied to
calculate the aerodynamic loads on the rotor blades. Figure 4
shows a blade element with the velocities and angles that
determine the aerodynamic loads on the element. The angle of
attack is denoted as α; c is the local chord length; θ is the sum
of the local pitch angle and the twist of the blade element, which
are determined by the blade profile; the relative velocity Vrel is a
combination of the axial velocity V∞ (1− a) and the tangential
velocity r
(
1+ a′
)
at the rotor plane, where V∞ is the flow
velocity; r is the radial distance from the blade element to the
rotor center; a and a′ are the axial and tangential induction
factors, respectively. The lift and drag forces are projected to
the directions normal to and tangential to the rotor plane to
obtain the aerodynamic forces (per length) normal to the rotor
plane pN and tangential to the rotor plane pT , as shown in the
Equation (13),
pN = L cosφ + D sinφ =
1
2
ρAV
2
relc (Cl cosφ + Cd sinφ)
pT = L sinφ − D cosφ =
1
2
ρAV
2
relc (Cl sinφ − Cd cosφ)
(13)
where ρA is the air density; the lift and drag coefficients Cl and Cd
can be determined from a given blade profile.
In practice, because the induction factors a and a′ are not
known, an iterative procedure is required to implement the BEM
theory. In this study, a MATLAB code is developed to calculate
the time series of pN and pT based on an algorithm proposed
in Sun (2018a). Prandtl’s model and Glauert correction are
considered in theMATLAB code to account for tip- and hub-loss.
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FIGURE 5 | Generated wave (Tp = 10 s, Hs = 3m, Hw = 17.5m, N = 2000). (A) Time history of the generated wave elevation. (B) Spectrum of the generated wave.
After the aerodynamic forces are determined, the principle of
virtual work is applied to calculate the generalized aerodynamic
loads on the OWTmodel.
Under pN and pT , the virtual work δWwind done by external
wind load is expressed as,
δWwind =
3
∑
j=1
[∫ R
0
pTj (r, t)
(
φ1eδuj + δu8 cosψj
)
dr
+
∫ R
0
pNj (r, t)
(
φ1f δuj+3 + δu7
)
dr
]
(14)
where pNj and pTj denote the normal and tangential aerodynamic
forces (per length) pN and pT acting on the jth blade. It is noted
that the work done by the aerodynamic load acting on the DOFs
of the tower is shown to be zero, except at the tip of the tower
where the nacelle (and the hub) is located, i.e., u7 and u8.
Wave and Current Loading
In this study, the JONSWAP wave spectrum is adopted to
characterize wave climate. Based on the spectral representation
method and linear wave theory, the random wave surface
elevation ηw, current velocity u̇w, and acceleration üw can be
generated as,
ηw (x, t) =
N
∑
j=1
Aj cos
(
2π fjt − kjx+ φj
)
(15)
u̇w(x, z, t) =
N
∑
j=1
(
2π fj
)
Aj
cosh
[
kj (z +Hw)
]
sinh
(
kjHw
)
cos
(
2π fjt − kjx+ φj
)
(16)
üw (x, z, t) = −
N
∑
j=1
(
2π fj
)2
Aj
cosh
[
kj (z +Hw)
]
sinh
(
kjHw
)
sin
(
2π fjt − kjx+ φj
)
(17)
where 1f = fcut/N denotes the resolution of the frequency
domain; N, usually a large number, indicates the number of
segments that the frequency domain is divided into; and fcut is the
upper cut-off frequency for wave spectrum S; Aj = 2
√
S
(
fj
)
1f
and fj = j ·1f , j = 1, . . . , N; S is the JONSWAP wave spectrum
(Dnvgl, 2010); φj is the generated random phase angle uniformly
distributed from 0 to 2π ; Hw denotes water depth; kj represents
wave number, which is related to fj by the dispersion equation
(Faltinsen, 1990)
(
2π fj
)2 = gkj tanh (kjHw) (18)
In Figure 5, the time history (for 200 s) and the spectrum of a
generated random wave with the setting of wave peak period
Tp = 10 s, significant wave height Hs = 3m, water depth
Hw = 17.5m, number of segments N = 2, 000 are generated and
compared with the target JONSWAP spectrum. The close match
indicates the generated wave achieves the desired wave climate
and can be used for load evaluation.
With the current velocity u̇w and acceleration üw obtained
from Equations (16) and (17), the hydrodynamic forces exerted
on a unit length of a pile can be evaluated using Morison’s
equation (Morison et al., 1950).
F = Fd + Fa =
1
2
ρwDCdu̇w |u̇w| +
1
4
ρwπD
2Cmüw (19)
Where Fd = 12ρwDCdu̇w |u̇w| denotes the drag orce (per length)
and Fa = 14ρwπD
2Cmüw denotes the inertia force (per length);
ρw is the density of the fluid (ρw = 1, 025 kg/m3 is adopted in
this study);D is the diameter of the pile section;Cd andCm are the
drag and inertial coefficients (Cd = 1.2, Cm = 2.0 are adopted in
this study). The virtual work δWwave done by the hydrodynamic
forces along the tower including the monopile under MSL can be
expressed as,
δWwave =
∫ 0
−Hw
F
[(
cosβδux + sinβδuy
)]
≈
Nw
∑
i=1
δuTtow,iFwave,i (20)
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where δux and δuy indicate the virtual displacement along x and
y directions, respectively. The last approximation in Equation
(20) is based on work-equivalent nodal force using the FE model
established in Section FEModel for Tower Including Foundation.
Nw indicates the total number of elements that are below MSL;
Fwave,i and δutow,i are the work-equivalent nodal force vector and
virtual displacement vector of the ith element of the tower FE
model, respectively. It is noted that δWwave does not involve the
DOFs above the MSL.
Damping Load
Modal damping is assumed for both the blades and the tower.
The virtual work done by the damping force is given as,
δWdamping = δWdamping,bl + δWdamping,tow (21)
= −
3
∑
j=1
(
cbj,eg u̇jδuj + cbj,fpu̇j+3δuj+3
)
−
[
δu7
δu8
]T [
caero,x 0
0 caero,y
] [
u̇7
u̇8
]
− (δutow)T Ctowvtow
where cbj,eg and cbj,fp are the edgewise and flapwise modal
damping coefficients of the jth blade; caero,x and caero,y are the
aerodynamic damping coefficients of the nacelle in x and y
directions, respectively; Ctow is the modal damping matrix of the
FE model of the tower.
Equations of Motion of OWT
With the kinetic energy, potential energy, and the forces
obtained, the equations of motion of the monopile OWT can be
obtained using the Euler-Lagrange equation as follows,
d
dt
∂T
∂ u̇i
−
∂T
∂ui
+
∂V
∂ui
= Fi (22)
where the kinetic energy T and potential energy V can be
obtained from Equation (9) and Equation (11), respectively;
ui indicates each DOF of the FE model of the tower; the
corresponding forcing term Fi can be obtained by,
Fi =
∂ (δW)
∂ (δui)
=
∂
(
δWwind + δWwave + δWdamping
)
∂ (δui)
(23)
with δWwind, δWwave, and δWdamping obtained from Equations
(14), (20), and (21).
After collecting the terms in Equation (22), the following
equations of motion can be obtained,
Mü+Cu̇+Ku = F (24)
where u =
[
u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u
T
tow
]T
; the corresponding mass
matrixM, damping matrix C, stiffness matrix K, and force vector
F are listed in the Appendix.
PROPOSED REAL-TIME HYBRID
SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
A RTHS framework is proposed in this section to study the
structural behavior of the monopile OWT shown in Figure 1A.
Its details, including the framework descript, possible scaling
laws applied, and error contributors are explained in Section.
Proposed Real-Time Hybrid Simulation Framework.
Framework Description
The proposed RTHS platform is shown in Figure 6. In this
RTHS platform, the numerical component contains the rotor
blades and aerodynamic loads; the experimental component
contains the tower structure (including the nacelle, hub,
and foundation) along with the hydrodynamic loading effects
provided by wave tank and necessary hardware (actuators and
sensors). It is noted that, the numerical component is simulated
under full-scale, and the experimental component is tested in
reduced scale. The two components are interfaced through
the displacement DOFs (u7 and u8) at the top of the tower.
This RTHS framework directly resolves the Froude-Reynold
scaling conflict by applying full-scale aerodynamic simulation
in the numerical component, and meanwhile it can preserve
the complex hydrodynamic behaviors in the wave tank facility
at a reduced scale, including soil-structure interaction and
wave-current interaction. In this concept study, to assess the
feasibility of the proposed RTHS framework and identify possible
contributors that may impact the RTHS performance, a “virtual”
RTHS is established through numerical simulation of both the
numerical and experimental components.
To explain, the displacement vector of the entire OWT, u,
defined in Equation (24) is partitioned based on the proposed
RTHS framework as,
u =
[
u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u
T
tow
]T =
[
uTN u
T
I u
T
E
]T
(25)
where uN=
[
u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6
]T
, uI=
[
u7 u8
]T
, and uE is the
tower displacement vector utow excluding the DOFs of uI. The
subscripts “I”, “N”, and “E” indicate the DOFs are related to
the interfacing system, numerical component, and experimental
component of the proposed RTHS framework, respectively.
Based on the partition shown in Equation (25), the equations
of motion, Equation (24), can be written into the partitioned
formulation as,


MNN MNI 0
MIN M
N
II +MEII MIE
0 MEI MEE




üN
üI
üE


+


CNN CNI 0
CIN C
N
II + CEII CIE
0 CEI CEE




u̇N
u̇I
u̇E


+


KNN KNI 0
KIN K
N
II + KEII KIE
0 KEI KEE




uN
uI
uE

 =


FN
FNI + FEI
FE

 (26)
The subscripts are defined in the same manner as in Equation
(25). The superscripts “E” and “N” indicate the term originates
from the experimental component or from the numerical
component. The detailed expressions for each term are listed in
the Appendix.
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FIGURE 6 | Monopile OWT and its RTHS components.
Based on Equation (26), the equation of motion for the
numerical component [1st block row in Equation (26)] of the
RTHS framework can be determined as
MNNüN+CNNu̇N+KNNuN=FN−fNI (27)
where fNI indicates the interface force acting on the numerical
component. It can be computed as
fNI =MNIüI+CNIu̇I+KNIuI=MNIüI (28)
The last equality in Equation (28) holds because CNI= 0 and
KNI= 0 (see Appendix).
Similarly, the equation of motion for the experimental
component [2nd and 3rd block rows in Equation (26)] of the
RTHS framework can be determined as
[
MEII MIE
MEI MEE
] [
üI
üE
]
+
[
CEII CIE
CEI CEE
] [
u̇I
u̇E
]
+
[
KEII KIE
KEI KEE
] [
uI
uE
]
=
[
FEI
FE
]
+
[
FNI − fEI
0
]
(29)
where fEI indicates the interface force acting on the experimental
component. It can be computed as
fEI = MINüN+CINu̇N+KINuN+MNII üI+CNII u̇I+KNIIuI
= MINüN+CINu̇N+KINuN+MNII üI+CNII u̇I (30)
The last equality in Equation (30) holds because KNII= 0 (see
Appendix). In addition, if sufficient amount of mass can be
added to the experimental component to include the mass effect
from the nacelle and rotor systems, i.e., MNII , then M
N
II üI can be
removed from Equation (30) as it will be naturally considered
during the testing of experimental component.
Based on the numerical and experimental components
defined in Figure 6, the procedure for RTHS using wave
tank facility can be extracted from Equations (27)∼(30). To
summarize, the numerical component takes the measurement of
üI during the test to compute f
N
I [Equation. (28)]. The response
of numerical component, uN, under the combined action of
aerodynamic load FN and f
N
I , is determined through numerical
integration by solving Equation (27). The solved responses (uN,
u̇N, and üN) are used to compute f
E
I (Equation 30). In wave
tank facility, fEI combined with the aerodynamic force F
N
I are
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FIGURE 7 | Block diagram of the proposed RTHS framework.
applied to the OWT specimen via actuators, while the force
vector
[
(
FEI
)T
(FE)
T
]T
is generated via wavemaker. Then, the
induced response (üI) is measured through sensors and fed to
the numerical component to close the loop. A block diagram
describing this process is provide in Figure 7.
Scaling Laws
In the proposed RTHS framework (Figure 6), the scaling conflict
is avoided because the aerodynamic effects are simulated in full-
scale, which is separated from the hydrodynamic effects produced
in wave tank facility in reduced scale. So far, most of the existing
scaled wave tank tests adopts Froude scaling, because the Froude
number, Fr, defined in Equation (31) below, characterizes the
gravitational effect which is dominating in problems with free
surface waves.
Fr = V/
√
gL (31)
where V is the wave celerity or propagation speed, g is the
gravitational acceleration, and L is the characteristic length.
However, hydrodynamic effects due to water waves are not the
only dynamic effects need to be considered in the RTHS tests.
The elastic effect due to slender specimen deformation also needs
to be considered. Following the Froude scaling, it can be shown
that the consistent scaling to preserve the similitude in structural
modal information (natural frequencies and mode shapes) is
(Martin, 2011; Bredmose et al., 2012)
λEI = λρλ5L (32)
where λEI , λρ , and λL are the scaling factor of bending stiffness
(EI), density (ρ), and length (L), between the model and the
prototype. It is noted that (Equation 32) implies that if the density
of the material stays unchanged (λρ = 1), the elastic modulus
E needs to be modified. This requirement is usually difficult
to achieve directly. Often for the OWT tower, it is sufficient
that the bending stiffness EI scales correctly, which provides
some freedom in the model design. Therefore, the combination
of material density, stiffness, and geometry are usually tuned
together to achieve the scaling goal. This method, although
challenging, has been applied in OWTwave tank studies (Martin,
2011; Martin et al., 2014).
In this study, several alternatives have been considered
in addition to the above Froude scaling law. In earthquake
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engineering, Cauchy scaling combined with Froude scaling
are often considered in designing scaled models for dynamic
testing. Cauchy scaling preserves the Cauchy number,Ca, defined
in Equation (33), which is important in characterizing the
deformation of the specimen.
Ca = ρV2/E (33)
With the condition λE = λρλL, Froude and Cauchy similitudes
are simultaneous. It implies that if the same material is used
for both prototype and model with λE = 1, the density of
the specimen needs to be increased. Usually added artificial
masses are distributed to the model specimen to achieve that
and minimize the change in mass distribution. However, when
applying this simultaneous Fr-Ca scaling law, the hydrodynamic
effects are distorted, because water usually is the only liquid
considered in wave tank facilities. Under the Fr-Ca similitude,
the proper scaling factor for force acting on the OWT λtf = λ2L.
But with water used as the testing fluid, the scaling factor for
hydrodynamic force induced by wave and current is, λhf = λ3L 6=
λtf , which causes distortion in hydrodynamic force scaling. To
consider the impacts of possible scaling laws on the proposed
RTHS, a total of three scaling laws are considered in this study:
• Froude scaling with λρ = 1. In this case, all terms are properly
scaled but it poses a challenge to the model construction in
preserving the similitude in bending stiffness;
• Conventional Fr-Ca scaling, which induces distorted
hydrodynamic force induced from the wave tank;
• Fr-Ca scaling with increased wave amplitude. By increasing
the amplitude of the generated wave by a factor of
√
1/λL,
the drag force Fd in Equation (19) can be properly scaled
with a factor of λ2L, matching the requirement from the OWT.
However, the inertia force Fa is still distorted under this
scaling law.
The last two of the scaling laws both are derived from Fr-Ca
scaling. A systematic way of model construction is the advantage
in them, comparing to the Froude scaling. The trade-off is they
both suffer from distorted hydrodynamic effects. One of the goals
in this study is to examine how these scaling laws impact the error
in the proposed RTHS framework. Other options have also been
considered in the early stage of this study:
• Fr-Ca scaling with increased depth by a factor of 1/λL. In
this case, the wet section of the tower (z ∈ [−Hw, 0])
is effectively unscaled, then the similitude of hydrodynamic
forces generated on the specimen are preserved. But it is
infeasible for wave tank facility to offer such a depth to study
OWT. In addition, the design of the unscaled section needs
to be adjusted to preserve the similitude in bending stiffness
and mass.
• Fr-Ca scaling with increased wave amplitude by a factor of
1/λL. In this case, the amplitude of the generated wave is
effectively unscaled. The inertia force Fa is properly scaled with
a factor of λ2L, but the drag force Fd is distorted. This option is
infeasible due to its high demand in the wavemaker.
• Froude scaling with λρ = 1 and no further adjustment for the
tower geometry, i.e., no added mass nor a matching bending
stiffness EI. In this case, the hydrodynamic effects from the
wave tank are properly scaled, but the modal properties of the
OWT is distorted which causes significant response error.
These three options all have been rejected due to issues in their
feasibility or accuracy.
Error Contributors
In RTHS, experimental errors accumulate in real-time closed
loop through the numerical integration scheme due to control
and measurement discrepancies. It is known that delays and
noises in the interfacing actuator and sensor systems are the
main contributors to the above errors, as they tend to bring
destabilizing effect into RTHS, causing large experimental error
or even failure (Christenson et al., 2014; Maghareh et al.,
2014; Hayati and Song, 2017). Such destabilizing effect is more
pronounced in reduced scaled model testing than in full-scale,
because the frequency of interest is amplified according to scaling
process (Hayati and Song, 2018;Wu and Song, 2019). In addition,
the impact of modeling choices (e.g., scaling laws, wave heights,
and misalignment angles) on errors are also studied to guide
future specimen designs.
In this study, to evaluate the feasibility and assess the
performance of the proposed RTHS framework, noises, and
delays are considered as the primary error contributors and
modeled into the RTHS. As a concept study, the hardware
implementation issues of sensors and actuators are out of
the current scope. In Figure 7, a block diagram is provided
to illustrate the general RTHS process described in Section.
Framework Description. The noises and delays considered are
the actuator noise, actuator delay, sensor noise, and sensor
delay, which are also shown in Figure 7. The details of how the
delays and noises are generated can be found in Section. Case
I: Delay and Section. Case II: Noise, respectively. In addition,
the other possible error contributors considered in this study are
the scaling laws, misalignment angle β and the significant wave
height Hs.
NUMERICAL STUDY
A concept study is carried out to assess the feasibility and identify
the impact of the selected contributors on the performance of
the proposed RTHS. The details and results for the study are
described in Section. Numerical Study.
System Parameters
The National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL) 5-MW reference
wind turbine (Jonkman et al., 2009) is used in this study. Details
of the modeling parameters are presented in Table 1.
As indicated in Figure 3, soil effects are considered using
linear springs and dashpots. According to Carswell et al. (2015);
Sun and Jahangiri (2018), the values for the spring stiffness
are chosen as kx = ky = 3.89 × 109 N/m and kxφ =
kyφ = 1.14 × 1011 Nm/rad to represent clay soil condition.
Soil damping coefficients cx, cy, cxφ , and cyφ are selected such
that the corresponding damping ratios are ζx = ζy = ζxφ =
ζyφ = 0.6%. Based on the FE model, the natural frequencies
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TABLE 1 | Modeling parameters of the NREL 5-MW reference wind turbine.
Rotor Rating 5 MW
Rotor diameter 126 m
Rated wind speed 12 m/s
Rated rotor speed 12.1 rpm
Blade Length 61.5 m
Mass 17, 740 kg
Natural frequency of 1st edgewise bending mode 1.08 Hz
Natural frequency of 1st flapwise bending mode 0.68 Hz
Damping ratios (edgewise and flapwise) of 1st mode 0.48%
Nacelle and
Hub
Nacelle mass 240, 000 kg
Hub mass 56, 780 kg
Hub diameter 3 m
Hub height 90 m
OWT Height above the seabed 87.6 m
Overall (integrated) mass 347, 460 kg
Natural frequency of 1st fore-aft bending mode 0.324 Hz
Natural frequency of 1st side-side bending mode 0.312 Hz
Damping ratios of all modes 1%
of the major bending mode with and without soil effects are
0.315Hz and 0.335Hz, respectively. Comparing to the natural
frequency listed in Table 1, both values are close to the original
natural frequency of 0.324Hz, although the soil effects reduce the
fundamental frequency by ∼6%. The natural frequencies of the
blade are obtained as 1.09Hz (edgewise) and 0.68Hz (flapwise),
also match the values listed in Table 1.
Simulated Loads
According to the procedure in Section. Wind Loading and the
parameters in Table 1, the aerodynamic loading corresponding
to a rotor speed of Vr = 12.1 rpm, an average wind speed of
V∞ = 12ms at the hub height 90m, and a turbulence intensity of
TI = 10%, is generated. According to the procedure in Section.
Wave and Current Loading, a random wave corresponding to
with the setting of Tp = 10 s, Hs = 3m, Hw = 17.5m
(same as shown in Figure 5), is generated. Then, the nodal forces
and moments, Fwave, at a misalignment angle β = 30◦ are
computed accordingly. It is noted that the selected parameters
in Section. System parameters and in generating these structural
loads constitute a representative case of typical OWT behavior
to investigate the proposed RTHS framework. Complex OWT
behavior under specific site conditions will be investigated in
future study.
Numerical Models
In this study, the prototype and the RTHS models are simulated
using MATLAB (MathWorks, 2020). The prototype is modeled
using the parameters provided in Section. System parameters
and the loads generated in Section. Simulated loads. The
RTHS models are modeled in a similar way. The scaling laws
described in Section. Error contributors are applied in creating
experimental component in the corresponding RTHS models.
Therefore, three RTHS models are created with one for each
TABLE 2 | Scaling relations for the RTHS models.
Quantities RTHS Models
Froude
scaling
(Fr)
Froude-
Cauchy
scaling
(Fr-Ca)
Froude-
Cauchy scaling
with drag force
correction
(Fr-Ca-dg)
Length/displacement λL λL λL
Elastic modulus λL 1 1
Moment of inertia λ4L λ
4
L λ
4
L
Density 1 1/λL 1/λL
Mass λ3L λ
2
L λ
2
L
Velocity
√
λL
√
λL
√
λL
Acceleration 1 1 1
Force λ3L λ
2
L λ
2
L
Time
√
λL
√
λL
√
λL
Frequency
√
1/λL
√
1/λL
√
1/λL
Wave spectrum λ
5/2
L λ
5/2
L λ
3/2
L
Wave force λ3L λ
3
L N/A
scaling law. The details about the scaling relations are shown in
Table 2.
In all RTHS models, a length scale λL = 1/25 is used for the
experimental component (the tower structure) and the water is
considered as the fluid for the wave tank (hence λρw = 1). Based
on Table 2, it is noted that
i) The only scaling law completely preserves the similitude is the
“Fr” model. The wave force generated in “Fr-Ca” and “Fr-Ca-
dg” models does not match the force similitude of the tower
structure. But it is noted that the specimen design is more
challenging for the “Fr” model than the other two models as
described in Section. Error contributors.
ii) The difference between “Fr-Ca” and “Fr-Ca-dg”models is that
the wave spectrum is adjusted by a factor of 1/λL, or wave
amplitude by a factor of
√
1/λL. As pointed out in Section.
Error contributors, although such an adjustment preserves
the similitude of drag force Fd, but the overall wave force scale
is still distorted.
Study Cases
A total of five cases are considered in this study to evaluate
the feasibility and identify error contributors of the proposed
RTHS framework. In each case, sensitivity analysis is performed
to determine the influence of the error contributors and their
tolerances for a feasible RTHS design. The relative root-mean-
square error (RMSE) between the responses obtained from RTHS
and the prototype model is used to measure the performance.
Prior to the RMSE calculation, the responses obtained from
the RTHS models are scaled back to full-scale using the
corresponding scale factors listed in Table 2. Each numerical
simulation runs with a time step of 1/1,024 s and a duration
of 120 s.
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FIGURE 8 | Case I: RMSE comparison. (A) RMSE of u7, from left to right: Fr, Fr-Ca, Fr-Ca-dg. (B) RMSE of u8, from left to right: Fr, Fr-Ca, Fr-Ca-dg.
Case I: Delay
In this case, both the actuator delay and the sensor delay shown in
Figure 7 are considered in the RTHS simulations. Seven different
delayed time steps are considered, which are 0, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10,
for both delays. Therefore, a total of 49 simulations are performed
for each RTHS model. To focus on the impact from delay, noises
are set as zero in all the simulations.
The RMSE for the responses u7 and u8 are summarized in
Figure 8. The responses of these two DOFs are chosen because
they are the interfacing DOFs whose accuracy directly impacts
the accuracy of both numerical and experimental components,
and hence the overall performance. Abbreviations “Fr,” “Fr-Ca,”
and “Fr-Ca-dg” indicate RTHS models obtained using Froude
scaling, Froude-Cauchy scaling, and Froude-Cauchy scaling
with drag force correction, respectively. The axes “delayA” and
“delayM” indicate the number of delayed time steps in actuator
and sensor (measurement) systems, respectively.
From Figure 8, the RMSE error quickly increases as the delays
increase. For the response in u7 the performance of the three
RTHS models are similar. But, for the response in u8, the error
in Fr model is much smaller than the other two, indicating a
better performance due to its preserved similitude. The contrast
between u7 and u8 is because most of the response in u7 is
induced by wind load, and most of the response in u8 is induced
by the hydrodynamic forces. The error in u8 serves as a better
indicator for scaling distortion in hydrodynamic force. For the
RTHS models “Fr-Ca” and “Fr-Ca-dg,” where the hydrodynamic
forces are distorted, their u8 responses are expected with higher
errors than the “Fr” model.
To determine the tolerance on delays, a closer view on the
RMSE results indicates, when both delays are 3 steps, the RMSEs
for the Fr, Fr-Ca, Fr-Ca-dg are 5.5, 9.3, 5.3% for u7, and 3.4, 86.5,
87.0% for u8. These results indicate that the drag force correction
improves the accuracy of u7 in the Fr-Ca-dg model comparing
to the Fr-Ca model. But clearly, Fr model is the one that can
provide accurate response estimation for both u7 and u8. When
inspecting Figure 9, the time histories in the Fr-Ca-dg model
indicates that, although the comparison between the “INTG”
(prototype) and the “RTHS” in u8 show obvious discrepancies,
the amplitude of u8 is much smaller (almost negligible) than u7.
Actually, the root-mean-square (RMS) value of u8 is only 5% of
that of u7. Therefore, if only the significant fore-aft response is
of concern, the Fr-Ca-dg RTHS model can also be considered as
a viable alternative when both delays are 3 steps. For the Fr-Ca
model, even when both delays are zero, the RMSE is still around
7%, which is the worst among all three RTHS models.
Case II: Noise
To determine the influence of noise on the performance of the
proposed RTHS framework, both the actuator noise and the
sensor noise shown in Figure 7 are considered in the RTHS
simulations. The noises are generated as normally distributed
random numbers with a zero mean and a standard deviation
equal to a ratio of the standard deviation of the corresponding
signal. rA and rM denote such ratios for the actuator noise and the
sensor noise, respectively. Seven values for both ratios are chosen
as 0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, and 20%. Therefore, a total of 49 simulations
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FIGURE 9 | Case I: time history comparison in Fr-Ca-dg model (INTG—prototype; RTHS—RTHS model). (A) Time history of u7. (B) Time history of u8.
FIGURE 10 | Case II: RMSE comparison. (A) RMSE of u7, from left to right: Fr, Fr-Ca, Fr-Ca-dg. (B) RMSE of u8, from left to right: Fr, Fr-Ca, Fr-Ca-dg.
are performed for each RTHS model. To focus on the impact
from noise, delays are set as zero in all the simulations.
From Figure 10, it is shown that, for u7, both the Fr and the
Fr-Ca-dg models produce smaller errors than the Fr-Ca model;
for u8, the Fr model yields the smallest error, and both the Fr-
Ca and the Fr-Ca-dg models produce similar levels of error,
due to their distorted hydrodynamic effects. The contour lines
in parallel to rM axis in all the graphs indicate that the RMSEs
are more sensitive to the noise levels in the actuator system
than in the sensor system. The reason is that the numerical
component simulated in full-scale has lower natural frequencies
than the experimental component. The sensor noises fed into
the numerical system is effectively “filtered” by the numerical
system and impose little influence on the system responses.While
most of the RMSE results demonstrate an increasing trend with
respect to the noise level, the RMSE of u8 in the Fr-Ca-dg model
shows a decreasing phase before the increasing trend. The exact
reason to this observation is unknown, but it may be related to the
drag force correction. The RMSEs of the blade responses (u1∼u6)
are also examined, but only small changes are shown with the
considered noise range, and therefore are not shown in this study.
Because the RMSEs show weak sensitivity with respect to the
sensor noises, Table 3 is prepared by averaging all the RMSEs
with the same actuator noise levels but different sensor noises.
Based onTable 3, it can be seen that the Fr-Ca-dgmodel yields
the smallest error on u7, and the next is the Fr model. Both of
them yield around 4 − 5% error under 15% level of noise. The
Fr-Ca model, however, produces more than 10% RMSE at 15%
level of noise. For u8, similar as Case I, only the Fr model can
produce accurate tracking up to 5% level of noise. Again, if u8 is
not of concern, then both the Fr and the Fr-Ca-dg models can be
adopted for RTHS development.
Case III: Delay Combined With Noise
To examine the performance under combined effects of delay
and noise, the actuator delay and the sensor delay are set to be
equal to each other with the seven predetermined values, i.e.,
delayA = delayM = delay = 0, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10; and the
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noises are also set in a similar manner with rA = rM = r = 0, 1,
2, 5, 10, 15, and 20%. A total of 49 simulations are performed for
each RTHS model.
In Figure 11, three RMSE plots are presented for the Frmodel.
The blade response u1 is selected to represent the blade edgewise
responses, u1∼u3, and u4 to represent the flapwise responses,
u4∼u6. All three plots indicate an increasing trend with response
to the delays, and the contour lines show that RMSEs are more
sensitive to the delays than to the noise levels. It is also noted that
the blade flapwise response u4 has a much higher RMSE value
than the others, which is inspected further when discussing the
tolerance. It is observed that the RMSEs of u1, u4, and u7 in the
Fr-Ca and Fr-Ca-dg models are similar as those in Figure 11, and
therefore are not repeated here.
The RMSEs for u8 of the three RTHS models are compared
in Figure 12. They all show sensitivities to both delay and noise
TABLE 3 | Averaged RMSE (%) for Case II: actuator noise impact.
Noise ratio (rA) % Fr model Fr-Ca model Fr-Ca-dg model
u7 u8 u7 u8 u7 u8
0 2.2 2.4 7.1 86.4 1.1 87.2
1 2.4 3.0 7.3 86.9 1.1 84.7
2 2.6 3.8 7.5 87.4 1.1 82.4
5 3.3 6.2 8.0 89.1 1.6 76.3
10 4.4 10.5 9.0 91.9 2.6 69.9
15 5.6 14.8 10.1 94.9 3.9 69.5
20 6.9 19.2 11.2 97.9 5.1 75.1
levels to some extent. The Fr-Ca model shows higher sensitivity
to noises than to delays, while the Fr model shows similar levels
of sensitivities to both. The Fr-Ca-dg model provides a non-
monotonic relation against noise, which matches the observation
made in Case II. The RMSEs in the Fr-Ca and Fr-Ca-dg models
are much higher than the Fr model, similar as observed from
Cases I and II.
Because the RMSEs of u1, u4, and u7 show weak sensitivity
to noise levels, Table 4 is prepared to demonstrate the delay
impacts on error tolerance by averaging all the RMSEs with
the same delays but different noise levels. Note that the delays
applied in this section carry a doubled-effect because both
actuator and sensor are specified with the same amount of delay.
Based on the results in Table 4, all three models show similar
performance for u1 and u4. For u7, both the Fr and Fr-Ca-dg
models provide superior performance to the Fr-Ca model, and
TABLE 4 | Averaged RMSE (%) for Case III: delay impact.
Delay
(# of steps)
Fr model Fr-Ca model Fr-Ca-dg model
u1 u4 u7 u1 u4 u7 u1 u4 u7
0 1.5 4.3 3.9 1.7 4.3 8.6 1.5 4.3 2.4
2 5.9 15.7 5.3 6.0 15.8 9.5 5.9 15.7 4.1
3 9.8 27.6 7.1 9.8 27.8 10.7 9.8 27.7 6.1
4 14.8 45.4 9.9 14.9 45.6 12.9 14.9 45.6 9.3
6 30.5 114.6 22.0 30.6 115.1 23.6 30.6 115.0 22.0
8 58.4 283.5 52.6 58.6 284.6 53.5 58.6 284.6 53.6
10 105.7 696.6 128.3 105.9 699.3 129.1 105.9 699.2 131.1
FIGURE 11 | Case III: RMSE comparison for u1, u4, and u7 in Fr model.
FIGURE 12 | Case III: RMSE comparison for u8 (from left to right: Fr, Fr-Ca, Fr-Ca-dg).
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FIGURE 13 | Case III: time history comparison in Fr model for delay = 2 and r = 20% (INTG—prototype; RTHS—RTHS model). (A) Time history of actuator force. (B)
Time history of sensor measurement. (C) Time history of u4. (D) Time history of u7.
Fr-Ca-dg model is slightly better than the Fr model. It is noted
that, even with very low delays, the RMSE for u4 is around 4%
and increases rapidly as the delay increases. However, such a
level of RMSEs in the blade responses do not induce a large
error in the tower response, u7, because tower is evaluated under
a reduced scale and the errors in the full-scale blade responses
are reduced accordingly before sending to the experimental
component. Therefore, if the blade responses are of interest, the
RTHS implementation needs to guarantee a well-compensated
RTHS to address the delay issues. To further understand the
behavior of the scaled RTHS model, 20 s of time histories of the
actuator force (in x direction), FNI − fEI , the sensor measurement
(in x direction), üI, and the responses, u4 and u7, are shown
in Figure 13 for the Fr model with delay = 2 and r = 20%.
In the plots, the “INTG” curve indicates the prototype behavior
without delay and noise, and the “RTHS” curve indicates the
behavior from the Fr model. It can be seen that although the
actuator force and sensor measurement are contaminated by
noises, the responses show fairly smooth behavior and follow the
natural frequencies of the blade and the tower. The reason is the
broadband noises are effectively filtered by the blade and tower
which has low fundamental frequencies (see Table 1) even after
the scaling.
Case IV: Misalignment Angle
The misalignment angle β = 30◦ is applied in Cases I, II, and
III. Based on their results, the errors generated in RTHS models
are closely related to the delays and noise levels. For the Fr-
Ca and Fr-Ca-dg models, the errors are also attributed to the
distorted hydrodynamic effects. Therefore, the hydrodynamic
load generation is further examined. In this case, the impact
of misalignment angle β on the RTHS performance is studied.
For each RTHS model, three nominal delay-noise combinations
are considered:
• Good condition: delayA = delayM = delay = 1, rA =
rM = r = 1%;
• Medium condition: delayA = delayM = delay = 3, rA =
rM = r = 5%;
• Bad condition: delayA = delayM = delay = 6, rA =
rM = r = 10%.
These conditions correspond to the quality of the actuator
compensation design and fidelity of the sensor signals. For each
condition, the misalignment angles ranging from 0◦ to 360◦ are
considered with an increment of 15◦.
The RMSE results for u7 and u8 are shown in Figure 14.
For u7, the performances of the Fr and the Fr-Ca-dg model
are similar and show no particular dependence on β . The Fr-
Ca model, however, shows that the errors near β = 90◦ or
270◦ are lower than the other β values. For u8, only the Fr
model demonstrates RMSE values lower than 5% in all β values
under the good condition. The Fr model also shows that higher
RMSEs are expected when β is near 0◦ or 180◦ in all conditions.
In contrast, for the Fr-Ca and the Fr-Ca-dg models, the RMSE
is lower (around 5%) when β is near 0◦ or 180◦ (alongwind)
under the good condition. This observation is expected because
the distorted hydrodynamic effects only influence the fore-aft
responses in this case and causes a lower impact in the side-side
responses comparing to the wind load. High RMSEs are expected
in other β values. Therefore, they can be considered for RTHS
implementation for the alongwind cases. The RMSEs of the blade
responses (u1∼u6) for all three RTHS models are also examined.
They show no particular dependence on β , and therefore, are not
repeated here.
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FIGURE 14 | Case IV: RMSE comparison. (A) RMSE of u7, from left to right: Fr, Fr-Ca, Fr-Ca-dg. (B) RMSE of u8, from left to right: Fr, Fr-Ca, Fr-Ca-dg.
Case V: Wave Height
Another parameter related to the hydrodynamic load generation
is the significant wave height Hs. In all previous cases, a
significant wave height Hs = 3m is used. To study the
impact of different wave heights on the RTHS performance,
Hs values equal to 0.5 , 1.5 , 3 , and 4.5 m, are considered.
For each Hs value, the misalignment angles ranging from
0◦ to 360◦ are considered with an increment of 15◦. In all
simulations, only the “good condition” delay-noise combination
is applied, i.e., delayA = delayM = delay = 1,
rA = rM = r = 1%.
The RMSE results for u7 and u8 are shown in Figure 15. For
u7, the Fr model shows no particular dependence on Hs. The
Fr-Ca-dg model provides similar RMSEs as the Fr model, except
near the region β = 120◦ ∼ 240◦, where the error increases
as Hs increases. The RMSEs in Fr-Ca-dg model increase as Hs
increases, except near β = 90◦ or 270◦, where the errors are lower
and insensitive to the change in Hs. For u8, only the Fr model
provides RMSE values lower than 5% in all β values. The RMSE in
the Fr model demonstrates a deceasing trend as Hs increases and
reaches the highest values when β is near 0◦ or 180◦. Both the Fr-
Ca and the Fr-Ca-dg models show an RMSE increasing trend as
Hs increases. In contrast to the Frmodel, their RMSEs reaches the
lowest values (around 5%) when β is near 0◦ or 180◦ (alongwind),
and the highest when β is near 90◦ or 270◦ (crosswind). This
observation is consistent with Case IV. The RMSEs of the blade
responses (u1∼u6) for all three RTHS models are also examined.
They show no particular dependence onHs, and therefore are not
repeated here.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a RTHS framework for monopile OWT is
proposed. Three RTHS models, representing three different
scaling laws, are modeled and simulated. By comparing their
responses with those of the prototype in a set of sensitivity
analyses, the performance and the possible error contributors
of the proposed RTHS are evaluated. The findings provide
important insights for future RTHS implementations. These
findings include:
• RTHS using Froude scaling (the Fr RTHS) can provide
the best overall performance in capturing the responses in
both the numerical (blades) and the experiment (tower)
components. It can achieve <5% RMSE for all responses with
all misalignment angles and wave heights under the “good
condition,” i.e., delayA = delayM = delay = 1, rA =
rM = r = 1%. Its specimen design and construction are
more challenging than the other two scaling laws considered.
But if the difficulty in specimen design can be overcome,
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FIGURE 15 | Case V: RMSE comparison. (A) RMSE of u7, from left to right: Fr, Fr-Ca, Fr-Ca-dg. (B) RMSE of u8, from left to right: Fr, Fr-Ca, Fr-Ca-dg.
the Froude scaling RTHS is the preferred method for
RTHS implementation.
• RTHS using Froude-Cauchy scaling with drag force correction
(the Fr-Ca-dg RTHS) is a viable alternative to the one with
Froude scaling. It offers similar performance as the Fr model
in almost all responses, except the ones in side-side direction
(u8), due to the distorted hydrodynamic effects. However, if
the responses in side-side direction is not of concern or when
they are in much lower amplitude than the wind-induced
responses, for example, when the wave is aligned with the wind
direction (β is near 0◦ and 180◦), the Fr-Ca-dg RTHS can also
be considered for RTHS implementation. Its advantage over
the Froude scaling is in the specimen design—it provides a
systematic way to construct the scaled specimen (using added
artificial mass).
• RTHS using the conventional Froude-Cauchy scaling (the Fr-
Ca RTHS) is the least attractive one in this study. It offers the
same advantage in specimen design and construction like the
Fr-Ca-dg model, and it has the same issue on capturing the
side-side responses. But even for the fore-aft response (e.g.,
u7), it demonstrates lower robustness against noise and delay
comparing to the Fr-Ca-dg RTHS (see Tables 3, 4). It does
have an advantage over the Fr-Ca-dg RTHS in that it is less
demanding in the wave generation, as it does not require the
drag force correction.
• Even with the Froude scaling, it is observed that, the proposed
RTHS framework is more sensitive to the delays than to the
noises, and it is more sensitive to the actuator noises than to
the sensor noises.
• To accurately capture the responses in blades, a small (around
1∼2 steps) delay needs to be specified. If only the responses in
tower is of concern, the delay requirement can be relaxed to
4∼6 steps (see Table 4).
As a concept study, only numerical simulations are considered
herein, and the modeling parameters are selected to represent
typical OWT behavior to investigate the proposed RTHS
framework. Experimental implementations of the proposed
RTHS framework will be carried out in the future. In addition,
torsional DOFs of the tower are not considered at the current
stage. As the study further develops, more complex modeling
techniques, and loading cases will be considered in implementing
the proposed RTHS framework with specific OWT designs and
site conditions.
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